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*1 The Company Law of the PRC 1 is approaching the fourth anniversary of its implementation. 2
Recently, an official conference was held to celebrate its achievements in transforming state-owned
enterprises into the modern business forms in the course of establishing a market economy in China.
3 The practice of the past three years, however, has also exposed its shortcomings. After its adoption,
certain legislative defects were almost immediately identified by some scholars. 4 Currently, some
academic concerns have materialised into problems of practice. Two recent high-profile cases
concerning derivative actions and the fiduciary duty of corporate management vividly illustrate such
situations. Interestingly, both cases involve foreign investors from Hong Kong. They reflect certain
potential risks in investing in China. This article examines the facts and issues of the two cases,
discusses some defects of the current legal framework through comparison with certain provisions
and doctrines of the common law, and highlights future trends.
Facts and main issues of the two cases
*1 The first case is being litigated in Shanghai and has been called an unusual case by practitioners
because it took the court several months to deal with the unprecedented issues concerning the
parties' standing and the applicable precedures. In October 1992, Yanzhong Industrial Stock Co Ltd
of Shanghai, a listed company on the Shanghai Exchange (‘Yanzhong Co’), Zhongtian International
Ltd of Hong Kong (‘Zhongtian Co’), and the Jinbang Second Industrial Company of Jiading District of
Shanghai (‘Jinbang Co’) formed a joint venture to manufacture distilled water with the brand name of
Bichun. The board of six directors was composed of three from the Zhongtian Co, two from Yanzhong
Co, and one from Jinbang Co. The articles of association provided that the quorum for a board
meeting should be five and the chairman of the board should be appointed from among the directors
from Yanzhong Co.
*1 *249 The joint venture's success, which was evidenced by the 43 per cent share of its products in
the local market within three years of its establishment, apparently inspired Yanzhong Co to make
more profits. In September 1995 and March 1996, Yanzhong Co established two subsidiary
companies to produce and sell another brand of distilled water with the package, identity mark, and
advertising materials very similar to the joint venture's products. Moreover, Mr Wang Jian, the
chairman of the joint venture, also served as chairman of both Yanzhong Co's subsidiaries.
*1 After the failure of several rounds of negotiation, Zhongtian Co called an extraordinary board
meeting without the participation of any directors appointed by Yanzhong Co at which a resolution
was adopted, by a 3:1 vote, to file a lawsuit on behalf of the joint venture against Yanzhong Co's
subsidiaries alleging unfair competition and seeking compensation of RMB10.5 million. However, the
lawsuit was withdrawn by Mr Wang Jian as the chairman of the joint venture on the ground that the
resolution of the extraordinary board meeting was void. As a result, Zhongtian Co filed its independent
lawsuit with the Second Intermediate People's Court of Shanghai against Yanzhong Co and its
subsidiaries in September 1996. The trial was delayed for several months last year, however, due to
the lack of legal provisions on derivative actions and the unclear provisions on directors' fiduciary duty
within the Company Law. The two key issues litigated by the parties are whether the Hong Kong
company has standing to sue as a shareholder to safeguard the lawful interests of the joint venture
and to what extent the chairman may be liable for his intentional engagement in the conflict of
interests situation against his own joint venture. 5 As of the date of this writing, no final decision is
available.
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*2 The problems encountered in the litigation in Shanghai are not unique but arise in many cases in
China. 6 The second lawsuit touches the issues from a different angle and has been discussed by the
District Court judge, Cai Huiyong, who wrote about the case in a domestic law journal published by
the Supreme People's Court. 7 Different from the issues of shareholders' right to sue against unfairly
prejudicial administration of company affairs, the second case poses the question whether a
shareholder, or even a third party, may block another shareholder's action on behalf of the company
in violation of the *250 articles of association. According to the judge, since the current Company Law
provides no clear answer, the case represents a new challenge to the judicial branch.
*2 D Company of Hong Kong and E Company of Beijing formed A Company as an equity joint venture
in 1986 with each party's equal contribution of US$1.75 million as the registered capital of the venture.
In 1994 A Company entered a contract with B Company to entrust it to manage a karaoke bar for a
term of five years. A year later, E Company unilaterally took over the business operation and
personnel arrangement of A Company without any discussion by or resolution of A Company's board
of directors. D Company objected and, by the end of 1995, an arbitral award in favor of D Company
was rendered by the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, which ordered
the restoration of the joint management scheme as provided in the articles of association of the joint
venture.
*2 However, before the arbitral award was executed, E Company filed a lawsuit against B Company
for its default of rent payments and for termination of the management contract. Both B Company and
D Company raised the issue of E Company's standing to sue on the ground that, without any decision
of the board of directors, E Company had no right to sue on behalf of A Company. The judge held that
E Company's action did not represent the true will of the joint venture and therefore dismissed the
action.
*2 As Judge Cai could find a clear answer from neither the Company Law nor the Civil Procedure Law
concerning the position of D and B Companies as shareholder and third party respectively and the
grounds of their claims, he stated that, as long as affirmative evidence can be shown that the
company's right to sue is exercised in a way violating the articles of association and, as a result,
infringing others' interests, the exercise should be considered void and dismissable. 8 Thus, the
arbitral award in favour of D Company in this case served as the basis for the finding that the action of
A Company was not the true manifestation of its will.
*2 Judge Cai's discussion 9 apparently focuses more on the legality of the company administration
than on the equitable concerns of common law jurisdictions. According to him, once the evidence that
rights of the company are exercised in violation of the articles of association or under control of an
unlawful board is produced, the court should investigate the claims further. He believes that the rights
of the company, although exercised through the board of directors, should represent the true will of
the shareholders. 10 The reasoning, *251 on one hand, is quite impressive in finding a way without
sufficient legal authority to solve the problems and proves correct in this particular case; on the other
hand, it reflects the lack of sophistication of this area's jurisprudence in its developing stage. Judge
Cai's holding may have to be subject to many qualifications in order to be applicable to company
practice in general. For example, he does not address the extent of shareholders' will that may affect
the exercise of the company's rights in terms of the separation of powers between them and the
management. Also, the majority and minority shareholders' status and their implications in forming the
company's will seem to be treated indifferently.
*3 Having examined the two cases, the writer would like to consider the relevant issues in a larger
context because the real challenges represented by the two cases are not to the judicial handling, but
to the current institution of company law in China.
The current legal provisions
*3 In common law jurisdictions, derivative actions by members of a company are permitted where an
action against maladministration of the company cannot be taken in the company's name. Derivative
actions may be filed either under the common law doctrine, or combined with claims based on statute.
Under s 168A of Hong Kong's Company Ordinance, for example, a member of a company may apply
to the court for an order on the ground that the company's affairs are being or have been conducted in
a manner which is unfairly prejudicial to the interests of its members generally. 11 The doctrine
enables the court to do justice to a company controlled by miscreant directors or shareholders 12 and
has been supplemented by many judicial rulings that define the terms and the theories of the doctrine.
However, it should be noted that derivative actions are filed on behalf of the company against certain
wrongdoing; in normal situations majority rule would not allow the court to interfere with the internal
management of the company acting within power. 13
*3 The Company Law of the PRC, however, includes no provision for derivative actions. According to
Art 111, shareholders may have the right to sue where ‘a resolution of the shareholders' meeting or
board of directors violates the law or administrative regulations, infringes the lawful interests of the
shareholders.’ However, an action filed under this provision is different from a derivative action.
*3 *252 First, as the provision stipulates, the actionable wrong-doing is limited to violation of the law
or regulations by a company resolution and infringement of shareholders' interests. However, the Law
fails to recognise the different interests between different classes, including majority and minority
shareholders, and to provide adequate protection accordingly. The literal reading of ‘shareholders'
interests' in the Art 111 context may more naturally suggest majority interests. Moreover, the grammar
of Art 111, separating the two phrases (violation and infrigement) by only a comma, makes the
confusion even worse because it may suggest two reasonable readings: violation and infrigement are
two conditions that need to exist at the same time to justify a shareholders' action; or they are two
separate conditions and each may independently constitute the ground of the action. As such,
minority shareholders may find it difficult to point to any specific words to support their attempted
action.
*3 Second, the Law does not spell out the elements to constitute the actionable infringement of
shareholders' interests. Under Art 11, a company may only engage in activities within the scope of its
articles of association. Then it is not clear at all whether conduct of the company which is ultra vires,
though legal and beneficial to the majority shareholders, may be challenged by the minority as
illustrated in the second case.
*4 Third, the remedy that shareholders may seek is merely restricted to stopping the infringement,
without effective compensation. Articles 63 and 118 further provide for directors' liability to the
company for their violation of laws, regulations, or the articles of association in limited liability
companies and joint stock companies respectively, without mentioning the remedies to the
shareholders. Thus, Art 111, although it allows shareholders to file lawsuits against the management,
fails to guarantee any equitable remedies to them.
*4 Fourth, neither Art 111 nor other provisions of the Law stipulates any restrictive conditions as
required in derivative actions in other jurisdictions, such as eligibility of standing, security for action,
cost of litigation, and entitlement to remedies.
*4 These differences demonstrate that the focus of Art 111 is more on safeguarding the market order
of the state, rather than on effective compensation to injured individual shareholders. As a result, the
current legislation fails to entitle a member of a company to petition the court on the ground that the
company's affairs are being or have been conducted in an unfairly prejudicial manner against either
all or part of the members' interests.
*4 Indeed, the Supreme People's Court, by a circular in 1994, held that an action filed by one of the
joint venture parties to protect the lawful interests of the joint venture should be accepted by the
People's Court where the board of directors refused to exercise the joint venture's right to sue
because of the common interests between the controlling party of the joint venture and the *253
defendant. 14 The effectiveness of the judicial remedy, however, is limited since, as stated, it may only
be applicable to joint ventures, rather than companies in general; it fails to specify any necessary
substantive and procedural conditions of such an action; and it addresses merely infringement of the
joint venture's interests as a whole, not violation of the lawful rights of minority shareholders.
*4 The lack of provisions dealing with derivative actions and the limited scope of Art 111 inevitably
pose difficulties to both practitioners and local People's Courts which, under the Constitution, have no
right to interpret, but merely apply the law. 15 Thus, with little discretion and judicial guidance, a local
People's Court is in an unenviable position in deciding cases. On one hand it may not refuse to take
the case; on the other hand, to ask a judge to decide a case without legal authority is to require him to
rely on guesswork. 16 Therefore the lack of legal rules, rather than treatment in the courts, should bear
more blame for any mistakes in the proceedings. In this regard, the two cases have shown the
considerable gap between a sound legal system and the current stage in China.
*4 The second issue illustrated by the two cases concerns the scope of directors' fiduciary duty.
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Although the concept of directors' fiduciary duty is generally recognised in both common law
jurisdictions and China, its practical implications may not be the same in the two. In common law
jurisdictions, directors' fiduciary duty is fundamentally based on trust and agency. The concept proves
so important in common law countries that large numbers of cases have tried to elaborate its meaning
and dimension. Interestingly, the extensive and comprehensive judicial efforts have made it
impossible to codify the duty precisely with terse expressions. 17 As such, the fiduciary duty of
directors today still largely depends on the articulation of case law.
*5 *254 Despite certain minor divergences, the fiduciary duty of company directors is generally
agreed to include at least the duty to act in good faith for the company, 18 the duty to exercise the
powers conferred upon them for their proper purpose, 19 the duty to avoid conflicts of interest, 20 the
duty not to fetter their discretionary powers, 21 and the duty to exercise care, diligence, and skill. 22
*5 As compared with the complexity of directors' fiduciary duty in common law jurisdictions, the
provisions of the Company Law of the PRC appear to be oversimplified. Article 59 of the Law provides
that ‘directors, supervisors and managers shall comply with the articles of association of the company,
faithfully perform their duties, uphold the interests of the company, and shall not take advantage of
their positions and powers for their own personal gains.’ Article 61 further stipulates that directors and
supervisors shall not engage personally in the same business as the company they are serving or any
activities for themselves or other parties harming their company. These provisions, at the most,
merely indicate part of fiduciary duty in a descriptive way, rather than clearly specify the nature of the
duty. In other words, compliance with these rules may not necessarily guarantee the same result as
ensured by the case laws of common law jurisdictions. For example, in the second case discussed
above, arguably at least E Company's action on behalf of the joint venture to terminate the lease
contract, when the lessee defaulted, was made for the interests of the joint venture. However, the
more precise issue of the case is whether the action was filed for the best interests of the joint venture
where the other shareholder with half of the investment interests did not consent.
*5 Moreover, the duties specified in Arts 59 and 61 seem too narrow. Good faith, declaration of
interests, enforcement of fair dealing, and ethical use of the company's business opportunity and
information are not stated and cannot be inferred from the current provisions. As compared with the
established case law in common law jurisdictions in this regard, the Company Law of the PRC
apparently falls short of meeting the generally accepted standards. According to the former, directors
in exercising their powers must act bona fide in what they consider to be the best interests of the
company, 23 rather than the interests in general under the latter. As Megarry J observed in Gaiman v
National Association for Mental Health, as a company is an artifical legal entity, it is not easy to
determine what is in its best interests without paying due regard to its *255 present and future
members as a whole. 24 Also in Mills v Mills, Latham CJ held that the test for a director's acting in
good faith would be different where the company's shares were divided into different classes. 25
Therefore, without the support of equity principles and precedents, the current phrase of ‘interests of
company’ in Art 59 may leave courts and judges in China with more questions than answers.
*6 Furthermore, the vagueness of the provisions may further prevent the rules from being effectively
implemented. In the first case above, for example, Art 59 may not effectively restrict directors
appointed by Yanzhong Co from harming the joint venture, since the prohibition of seeking personal
interests may not be readily applied to the case where the unfair competition may not necessarily
benefit Yanzhong's directors personally, but the company they represented. Indeed, the Article
mentions ‘upholding the interests of the company.’ However, the rule fails to provide any test of the
interests, particularly, in the situation where the company as a business entity and the interests of
certain shareholders do not coincide. With respect to Art 61, the questions of what constitutes
‘engagement’ and how ‘same business' should be defined are not answered by either legislation or
judicial interpretation. Also it fails to articulate the duty of directors to disclose their interests in a deal
with the company.
*6 Finally, different judicial approaches of the common law and civil law jurisdictions make the
legislative differences discussed above more distinctive in practice. The common law takes an
inclusive approach so that the directors' fiduciary duty may include both expressed provisions and
implied principles and both established doctrines and newly discovered or developed rules. In
contrast, China, as a country following the civil law tradition for decades, takes an exclusive approach,
namely that the courts (other than the Supreme Court) cannot be allowed to interpret laws and people
may do whatever they want to as long as they are not prohibited by laws, which in most cases mean
written codes. As such, although the first glance at these two articles might suggest that they are
much more restrictive than those rules in common law countries where directors' disclosure and
shareholders' ratification may be allowed, 26 the same result of the practice may not be guaranteed.
*6 The government has clearly realised the problems and tried to remedy them by certain recent
subordinate enactments. For example, the Special Provisions Concerning Extraterritorial Issuing and
Listing by Domestic Joint Stock Companies, promulgated by the State Council on 4 August 1994, 27
provides *256 that the company and its shareholders, directors, supervisors, managers, and other
high level officers all may claim their rights in accordance with the articles of association by filing
arbitral proceedings or lawsuits. 28 Also the concepts of fiduciary duty and due diligence were officially
introduced when the State Council promulgated the Provisions Concerning Foreign Capital Shares of
Listed Joint Stock Companies within the Territory of China on 25 December 1995. 29 Article 6 of the
Provisions states that directors, supervisors, managers, and other senior management personnel
shall bear fiduciary and diligence duties to the company. On one hand, the provision represents a
general recognition of the rule of Foss v Harbottle; 30 on the other hand, it fails to detail the two duties.
*7 The Detailed Implementing Rules of the Provisions issued by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission (‘the CSRC’) on 3 March 1996 included no further definition or explanation. However, Art
45 of the Rules provides that the disputes between foreign capital shareholders and the domestic
listed company, its management as well as domestic capital shareholders concerning the articles of
association and other affairs of the company shall be governed by the laws of China. Both the
Provision and the Rules, as subordinate regulations, do not constitute any revision of, but
supplement, the Company Law. As a result, the gap between the domestic standards and the
generally accepted ones in international practice are narrowed in listed companies with foreign
investment: because the addition of the commonly used concepts in other jurisdictions to the
confusing descriptive provisions of Art 59 of the Company Law will definitely promote foreign
investors' understanding of and confidence in the legal environment in China. It also represents
China's efforts to modernise its current legal system in the course of its economic reform.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that, as the discussion above suggests, the current legal rules and
practice concerning fiduciary duty and due diligence are still developing, and thus the same or familiar
wording in legislation may not be able to secure the same test and results as under common law
jurisdictions. Moreover, these rules may not apply to domestic joint stock companies without B shares
or foreign listing or limited liability.
The trend of future developments
*7 In the long run, an overhaul of the Company Law is inevitable. However, the future reform cannot
ease the current tension between the defects of the Law and the present demands of practice
because technically, given the complexity of the Law and the broad issues to be addressed, such a
revision may well take *257 years. Thus, some alternatives have been worked out. For instance, the
State Council has kept inserting new rules in past years as mentioned above by issuing its national
regulations on certain spots.
*7 More frequently, the detailed rules concerning company operations have been promulgated by the
CSRC, the watchdog under the State Council in the securities sector. 31 One good example in this
regard is the controversy that arose after directors and supervisors of more than twenty listed
companies were found to have sold out all their share-holdings of their own companies in their office.
32 A subsequent CSRC's Notice in 1996 established prohibitive rules against any such transfers. 33
*7 The latest efforts from the CSRC to improve the company legislation on derivative actions and
directors' fiduciary duty is embodied in the Guidance on Articles of Association of Listed Companies
promulgated on 16 December 1997. 34 The Guidance, with twelve chapters and 194 articles, provides
model articles with limited room left to the companies themselves to insert their own drafts. To some
extent, the provisions of the Company Law are virtually rewritten. Although the title of the document
may not readily indicate its mandatory nature, the CSRC has made it clear that any change or
deletion of the necessary contents of the Guidance without acceptable justification will cause CSRC's
refusal to process any applications from the companies concerned for their listing matters. 35 Indeed,
the Guidance is applicable to listed companies. But it will definitely lead the course of reform and thus
has significant impacts on future company practice in China.
*8 Several articles in the Guidance concern the issues raised by the two cases. Article 37 repeats Art
59 of the Company Law. However, Art 40 provides that the controlling shareholder, while exercising
his power, shall not harm the lawful rights and interests of the company and other shareholders. As a
result, the concepts of minority shareholders and their protection have been clearly recognised. By
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the same token, if Arts 37 and 40 are read together, the minority shareholders will be entitled to
protect their lawful rights and interests through legal action. Article 72 further stipulates that the
interested shareholder shall *258 not participate in voting for the transaction concerned and his voting
shares shall not be counted as effective votes. If this rule can be stretched to limited liability
companies, then the resolution to sue Yanzhong Co and its subsidiaries adopted by the other
shareholders may not have been blocked by Yanzhong Co as the interested party.
*8 With regard to directors' fiduciary duty, Art 59 of the Guidance states that the board of directors,
while reviewing shareholders' proposals, shall take the best interests of the company and
shareholders as the applicable criterion. Article 80 further articulates the standard by providing that,
inter alia, they shall not act ultra vires, shall not operate or engage in other business to the detriment
of the interests of their own company, and shall not take advantage to seize business opportunities of
their own company. Article 82 states that, without due authorisation, no director shall act in his name
on behalf of the company or the board. Where he acts on his own behalf but the third party may
reasonably believe he is acting for the company or the board, it is the duty of such director to declare
his position and status before the dealing. The imposition of the disclosure duty seems to have
introduced the indoor management rule of common law jurisdictions into China.
*8 All these provisions clearly reflect the trend of continuingly improving the current legal framework of
company law by introducing more familiar common law rules and doctrines. With the support of other
provisions against ultra vires, conflicts of interest, and seizing business opportunities of the company,
the best interests test becomes more concrete and operational. However, the progress in at least
three aspects is still limited. First, provisions do not emphasise the interests of the company as a
whole, which means that the directors have to faithfully balance the present and future interests and
interests of shareholders of different sectors. 36 Second, they have not paid attention to the new trend
regarding directors' duties. As Lord Diplock pointed out in Lonrho Ltd v Shell Petroleum: ‘so long as
the company remains a going concern the company's best interests may well be served by having
regard to other interests,’ 37 such as creditors' and employees' interests. Third, in contrast with the
trend of abolition in common law jurisdictions, 38 the ultra vires doctrine is still strictly enforced in
China.
*9 The so-called indoor management rule is developed from Turquand. 39 The rule states that a bona
fide outsider, while dealing with the company without notice of the company's internal management
requirements, is not under a duty to conduct any inquiry regarding internal compliance. He is entitled
to *259 assume that all internal procedures have been followed where no irregularity requires him to
do any further investigation. However, the constructive notice doctrine may hold him aware of the
provisions of the company's public documents. Apparently, Art 82 of the Guidance is borrowed from
the common law rule. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the Chinese version seems to have a
focus different from the sole purpose of protecting the innocent outsider under the common law rule,
regardless of the cause of the internal procedural defects. The Chinese version apparently puts more
emphasis on preventing directors' wrong-doing. As such, a practical implication appears to be that the
application of the rule may always connect with certain directors' personal liability to the company.
However, Art 82 fails to specify in such a case who should first be held liable for the outsider: the
company or the directors? Moreover, the constructive notice doctrine seems not a part of the Chinese
version.
*9 In addition to tightening up and clarifying the standards, the Guidance also rationalises certain
rules in the Company Law. The absolute ban on the deals involving directors' personal interests, for
instance, is relaxed. Article 83 requires the interested director to disclose the nature and degree of his
involvement at the earliest board meeting. The company may cancel the contracts, deals, or
arrangements concerned unless the disclosure is properly made and the board grants its approval
without the participation of the interested director in voting. However, this rule may not be applied
against a bona fide outsider. This provision may sound familiar to practitioners in common law
countries where a self-dealing transaction is always voidable at the company's option, 40 whereas a
deal with an outsider may be avoidable upon the company's proof of the outsider's knowledge of the
directors' conflict of interests. 41
*9 Based on this discussion, it can be concluded that the Guidance has established some legal basis
for shareholders, especially minority shareholders, to protect their lawful interests and to better
monitor the performance of directors. The connection of the CSRC's regulation with the articles of
association of companies provides certain remedies for the defects of the current company legislation.
The progress should be particularly welcome by foreign investment firms in forms of both companies
or joint ventures if it represents the trend of future developments in company practice in China. In the
past, as the two cases have illustrated, their status as Chinese legal persons may result in them
enjoying less legal protection as compared with foreign issuing and listed companies.
*10 *260 On the other hand, a close watch is needed in order to assess the effectiveness of the
practical implementation of the Guidance and to see to what extent the new rules may apply to the
operation of limited liability companies. Moreover, it should be noted that despite the progress which
has been made, certain issues are still not solved, such as the relevant procedures, definitions of
many key terms, and the applicable tests in practice.
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